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CLOUD COMPUTING
As technology is evolving, the demands from our users are rising with it. Cloud computing can be one of
the solutions to meet your organizations demands, not to mention the need to be agile in the deliverance
of new technologies.

THE CHALLENGE
The most important challenges with adaptation of cloud services cannot be neglected without
considerable risks:
Is it possible to deliver cloud workloads within your organization IT deliverance model?
Can organizations in the cloud be compliant with laws and regulations?
How can an organization manage resources in a user-driven environment?
How to manage the evolution of shadow IT in organizational environments?
Can cloud be implemented without ending up with an anarchistic IT infrastructure?

CLOUD COMPUTING
Atea has created a journey for governance, to help organization embrace cloud computing in a
controlled maner. The journey is built on best practices from Gartner and The Open Group - Atea will
help organizations mitigate known cloud challenges. Atea Cloud Governance Journey is built as a
journey with 6 phases, which starts of as vendor agnostic and transformes to the organizations platform
of choice. The importance of being vendor adnostic is not locking down your organization to a single
vendor in a time-age of rapidly evolving technology.
Governance is a process to establish policies for a governed organization. Atea Cloud Governance
Journey aims to adapt the policies to create technological guard-rails within the cloud environment to
minimize management processes with implementation of automation.
Atea cloud Governance will ensure compliance, security and control of resources for your cloud initiative.
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Atea offers a governance journey that covers 6 phases,
so organizations can be agile in a controlled maner.
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The first phase is the phase of review and planning and can be delivered to customers as
a two-day workshop for only 19.900,- NOK
This workshop will review current IT strategy, cloud strategy and create a governance
team and communication plan. This will build the basis of the next 5 phases.
* The number and size of the workshops in phases 2 to 6 is determent by the size and complexity of the organization
**If there is no pre-existing strategy in the organization, Atea can contribute to create one in a seperate workshop

